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1. Introduction.

1.1. The Iraqw people.

The Iraqw live in Arusha region in Tanzania, on the high plateau between Lake Man-
yara and Lake Eyasi. This covers Mbulu district, and parts of Hanang and Babati

districts, that is, they are located between 3°25 > and 4°30' south latitude, and 35° and
36° west longitude.

To the north, the limits of the Iraqw area approximately coincide with Mbulumbulu,

Kambi ya simba, and the Ngorongoro conservation area, to the east, with the Yaeda

Valley and the border of Iramba district (Singida region), to the west, with the escarp-

ment of the Rift Valley. The southern border runs more or less along the Basotu -

Khatesh line. See the map of Iraqw speaking area.

The adrninistrative and economic centre of the Iraqw area is the town of Mbulu (Im-

boru in Iraqw). Indeed sometimes the Iraqw are referred to as Wambulu, a term which

can give rise to confusion since some German scholars used Wambulu to refer to the

Datooga who lived in the area close to Mbulu town in the early days of colonialisation.

I estimate the number of Iraqw people to be 517,000. I arrive at this estimation from

the following considerations. In 1967 one third of the population of Arusha region was

Iraqw. This was the last census that registered tribal affiliation. According to the

1988 census, the population of Arusha is 1,351,675. We cannot simply take one third

of this number and attribute it to the Iraqw because the population growth among
the Iraqw is higher than the region average. The average household in Mbulu district

(predoininantlylraqw) is 6.2, as opposed to 5.4 for the region according to the 1988

census. Thus we have to multiply one-third of the Arusha population with the factor

6.2/5.4, giving approximately 517,000.

According to their oral history, the Iraqw come from a place called Ma<angwatay,
which is said to be somewhere in the area around Kondoa. The Iraqw lost a battle

against the Datooga and moved from Ma'angwatay to Irqwa daeaw (East Iraqw),

which is the area of the divisions Muray and Kainam, southeast of Mbulu. This area is

generally considered to be the homeland of all Iraqw people. From Irqwa da<aw the

Iraqw spread over their current area of distribution. Some older men relate that long

ago, before Ma«angwatay, the Iraqw came from the north. At present there are two

languages related to Iraqw, namely Burunge and Alagwa, spoken in the area around

Kondoa. See the map of languages related to Iraqw.

The Iraqw are farmers. They grow maize (
<ayto>o), beans (loosi), wheat (angano),

sorghum (mangwar£), millet (bambar£), finger millet (basoro), pumpkin (^aami),

sweet potato (kasfis), Irish potato (kasfir Ulaya), and banana (arwi). With the

exception of sorghum, millet and finger millet, all these crops are innovations. In

addition to land cultivation, most Iraqw keep some cows, goats, sheep, and donkeys,

and more recently also pigs and chickens. Livestock is kept inside the house at night,

and their manure is carefully collected to be used as a fertilizer. Cows are culturally

the most important stock and are generally given names. There are several systems of

cattle loans prevailing in the Iraqw society. See Fosbrooke 1955.



The neighbours of the Iraqw are the Datooga, the WaNyiramba, the Hadza, the Maasai,

the WaMbugwe and the Gorowa. To the south, the Iraqw neighbour with the Datooga,

a Southern Nilotic people. There is more contact between the Iraqw and the Datooga

than with any other of the neighbouring groups. The Datooga, who are cattle nomads,

are also known as the Barabaig, the name for their most important subtribe, or as

Mang'ati, which is how they are referred to by the Maasai, and which is also the term
for them in Swahili. The Iraqw refer to the Datooga as Tara or lara Oorf.

There is quite a lot of intermarriage and cultural assimilation between the Iraqw and
the Datooga, since the Iraqw are still spreading southwards. In areas of immediate

contact the Iraqw have some knowledge of the Datooga language, and the Datooga
know some Iraqw. The contact between the two groups is also based on the fact that

the Iraqw sell maize to the Datooga, from whom they buy various iron instruments.

Contacts with their eastern neighbours, the WaMbugwe, a Bantu agriculturalist people,

or Manda da<aw (East Manda' as they are referred to by the Iraqw, are confined to

the Iraqw buying pots and baskets from them.

Further southeast, near the town of Babati, the Iraqw neighbour with the Gorowa,
likewise a Southern Cushitic group, also called Gorowa or Gorwa by the Iraqw.

Since these live around Mount Fiome, they are sometimes referred to as the WaFiome.
The Gorowa language is mutually intelligible with Iraqw, although both the Gorowa
and the Iraqw consider themselves to be different peoples. Extensive contacts between

these two groups is found in and around the town of Babati.

To the southwest, the Iraqw border with the WaNyiramba, a Bantu people, referred

to by the Iraqw as Manda <uuwa 'West Manda'. Relations with the Wanyiramba
are friendly but not very intensive, perhaps also because this border area is sparsely

populated.

To the west, the Iraqw border with the Hadza, a hunter-gatherer people who represent a
fourth language family in the area. The Hadza are referred to by the Iraqw as Hagitee.
There is little contact between these two groups apart from the Iraqw obtaining honey
from the Hadza in exchange for tobacco.

To the north, the neighbours of the Iraqw are the Maasai, Eastern Nilotic nomadic
people called Duwanqeed by the Iraqw. There is no direct contact with the Maasai
nowadays, partly because traditionally the Maasai are considered enemies.

As was seen in their contacts with the Datooga, the Iraqw practice exogamy. Further-

more, marriage has to be between people that are not related within four generations,

hence they must marry outside the clan. There are specialists that can be consulted if

there is any doubt as to whether such conditions of marriage can be fulfilled. Marriage
is arranged by the father of the groom* The bride wealth is negotiate, although the

accepted standard is a bull, a ram and a made goat. Another way tp marry is for a man
to elope with a girl, after which the normal procedures are adhered to. A special kind
of marriage is one where its purpose is solely that of procreating a male descendent.

Although polygamy is possible, it is rare. After marriage, sons usually settle dose to

their father's house, though settlement elsewhere in Iraqw land is quite common.



Iraqw clans, which apart from marriage negotiations are of no great importance, are

patrilineal. Clan history and genealogy is common knowledge and the Iraqw know each

other's clans. A clan is not settled in one area but rather is scattered. The clan never

serves as a political unit, nor are there clan meetings.

Traditionally elders of a certain area, who may be of different clan affiliation, meet

to discuss and solve problems that arise in the community, such as land issues, and

punishment is dealt out according to a fixed system. A spokesman, kahamusmo,
is often appointed to deal with land issues, or to negotiate with the medicine man,

qwahlarmo. Medicine men are from certain clans only, for example, the Manda clan,

and in the past, some have acquired great respect and power. All medicine men must

prove their abilities. Besides being consulted about illnesses, or land problems, or for

general advice, some medicine men are also rainmakers and prophets.

A central concept in traditional Iraqw society is the concept of purity. One can become

ritually unclean due to several factors, among others because of menstruation, an

unusual birth, or a cut in the body. Unclean people are to be avoided, which is called

meeta (or metimani in local Swahili). Consequently there are several rituals to

cleanse people, houses, land or an area.

The traditional Iraqw god is the sun god loo>a, who created all things and is om-

nipresent. No sacrifices are made to loo'a, but only prayers are addressed to the god,

whose force or power can be evoked by an oath or a curse, both referred to as <uuhla.

A variety of evil forces, termed netlangw, are said to reside in water and on mountain

tops, and sacrifices are made to counteract these forces. Spirits of deceased family

members, gi>i, must be attended to, for example by leaving put meat which they can

eat when they return to the living in the body of a hyena.

There is both male and female circumcision in Iraqw society, and in former times there

was, for girls, a period of seclusion called marmo. This is no longer the case.

1.2. The Iraqw language.

1.2.1. Classification.

Iraqw is a Cushitic language, which is a branch of the Afro-Asiatic language family.

This classification was first claimed by Reinisch on the basis of material collected by
Baumann (1894). Reinisch classified Gorowa, Iraqw, Alagwa and Burunge as belonging

to the Hamitic group. Later, in 1906, Meinhof classified Burunge and Ma'a as Hamitic
and among others on the basis of lexical correspondences, showed that these language

were related to Somali. Tucker and Bryan (1957, 1966), on the other hand, ignoring

the arguments for their inclusion in Afro-Asiatic by earlier authors, claimed that Iraqw,

Gorowa, Burunge, and Alagwa were unclassified, and postulated an isolated language

group, the Iraqw group. Whiteley also took this position. Greenberg (1963) classified

the four languages as Southern Cushitic, one of the branches of Cushitic, of the Afro-

Asiatic family, and this classification is now no longer challenged.

The Southern Cushitic languages consist of Iraqw, Gorowa (or Fiome), Alagwa (or

Asi), Burunge, Kw'adza (or Ng'omvia), Aasax (or Aramanik), Ma'a (or Mbugu) and
Dahalo (or Sanye). Ehret (1980) showed that these languages form a unit, and he


